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I. INTRODUCTION
In this report, undertaken at the request of the Town of Wawarsing/Village of Ellenville Historic
Preservation Commission (HPC), we revisit a 1967 survey of historic Town of Wawarsing
buildings. It was conducted under the guidance of Katharine T. Terwilliger, who was then the
Town Historian, and Patricia Clinton, a local historian and author. The survey was part of a
larger Ulster County-wide project (see below) that focused exclusively on buildings depicted on
circa 1850s maps and that could be identified as standing in 1967. The results of the Town of
Wawarsing portion of the survey can be found in a document that is presently housed at the
Ellenville Public Library and Museum. Edited by Terwilliger and Clinton, it is entitled “Historic
Buildings Prior to 1850 in the Town of Wawarsing.”
Among the 121 pre-1850 historic buildings identified in the Town of Wawarsing, eighteen were
stone dwellings dating to the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. All were constructed
within the vernacular Dutch-Huguenot architectural tradition. Fourteen of the Wawarsing stone
houses still stand, but four others have been demolished since 1967. Our primary purpose is to
update the 1967 survey data for these eighteen houses.
This Introduction is followed by a section discussing the fourteen standing structures, using the
information from the 1967 survey as well as additional research. We discuss the distinguishing
characteristics of these buildings as well as their condition. Those that are considered to be
endangered are noted. The houses that have been lost since the 1967 survey are also discussed as
well as two houses lost prior to 1967.
The text is followed by a spreadsheet summarizing information on the fourteen stone houses that
have survived over the nearly 50 years since the original survey was conducted, as well as the
four that no longer stand. It includes probable construction dates for these structures, their
addresses, their Ulster County section/block/lot (SBL) designation, names of the present owners,
and indication of their present physical condition. The spreadsheet is followed by maps giving
the location of each structure, and a set of sheets presenting recent photographs of the standing
structures, and historical photographs (where available) for the four demolished structures.
Background of the 1967 Junior League Survey
The impetus for the 1967 survey can be traced to a time when there was growing public concern
over the loss of many of the nation’s historic buildings. This concern would eventually culminate
with the passage of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. In 1964, a group representing
the Ulster County Planning Board’s Historic Sites Committee and the Junior League of Kingston
had obtained funding to investigate the status of approximately 1700 historic buildings located
throughout the county. The Junior League, assuming leadership of the project, reached out to the
official historians of each of the county’s 20 towns, including the Town of Wawarsing’s
Katharine Terwilliger (Junior League 1974: 7-8).
Terwilliger and Clinton oversaw a team of volunteers who traveled the Town of Wawarsing’s
highways and back roads, seeking to identify any surviving pre-1850 structures. The volunteers
inspected structures, took photographs, conducted research, and interviewed owners and
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occupants. The results were entered on “field report sheets” based upon the then current U.S.
Department of the Interior Historic American Buildings Survey guidelines. Among the structures
identified were eighteen stone houses dating to the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
When the work was completed, the Town of Wawarsing submitted the sheets and accompanying
photographs to the Junior League of Kingston, who then assembled a document entitled “Survey
of Buildings in Historic Ulster County” (1969) that contained data on all known historic
buildings in Ulster County. In 1974, using this report as their basis, the Junior League published
Early Architecture in Ulster County. Out of the 1700 buildings identified throughout the county
in 1969, 84 “outstanding” buildings were featured in the book, including five of the Town of
Wawarsing stone houses: the Vernooy-Bevier House, the DeWitt-Benedict House, the Jansen
House and the Benjamin Bruyn House.
We have appended the 1967 survey data sheets for the eighteen stone houses to this report.
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II. DISCUSSION OF TOWN OF WAWARSING HISTORIC STONE HOUSES
STANDING STRUCTURES
House #1, Benjamin Bruyn House (circa 1800, with an earlier portion built prior to 1800)
Summary:
Although this house is the largest of the historic stone houses surveyed by the 1967 Town of
Wawarsing Historic Buildings Survey, not many details of its architecture and history are
available beyond what was recorded on the field report sheet. The construction date for the
visible portion of the house is circa 1800. The latter, however, is an addition to an older oneroom and loft dwelling. Documentary research and access to the house would shed more light on
the house’s history. The house’s exterior condition appears to be excellent.
Discussion:
The first known study of this house was undertaken by the 1967 Town of Wawarsing Historic
Buildings Survey. The field report sheet describes the house as “imposing” and records original
features including the flooring, fireplaces ceiling beams, original glass panes, and hardware.
According to the report sheet, the original one-room and loft portion of the house was built
“prior to 1800.” The front portion of the house, evidently built in the Federal Style, was added in
1800. Many generations of Bruyns were said to have occupied the house and surrounding
property.
During the nineteenth century, the house overlooked the Delaware and Hudson Canal, which
opened to navigation in 1828. In 1900, according to the survey, Harry Gordon bought the house,
building a south wing. During World War II, the Bruyn House sheltered children evacuated
during the bombing of England. The south wing, the site of their classroom, was then dubbed the
Schoolhouse Wing. The sheet describes the house’s historical significance as “local school.”
In 1974, using the 1967 survey as their basis, the Junior League published Early Architecture in
Ulster County. Eighty-four “outstanding” buildings were featured in the book, including the
Benjamin Bruyn House, one of five selected in the Town of Wawarsing. No additional
information beyond what was recorded in 1967 appears in the Junior League’s book. The house
appears to be in excellent condition and well maintained.

House #2, Jacobus Bruyn House (circa pre-1781)
Summary:
This house has received much attention over the years. Architectural historians and others have
noted its unique roofline. In 1967, the Town of Wawarsing Historic Building Survey itemized
the house’s “…many original features.” Assuming that these features remain intact today, the
house’s interior should also be considered unique. The house’s exterior appears to be in excellent
condition. It should be noted that the property has remained in the Mahoney family since the
time of the 1967 survey. A classic Dutch-American barn stands immediately adjacent to the
house. In their 2008 detailed assessment of this structure, The Hudson Valley Vernacular Society
(HVVA) noted the barn’s “rare and unusual” construction elements as well as the fact that the
original interior timbering remained intact. Words such as “outstanding,” “spectacular, “rare”
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and “unusual” recur throughout their assessment. They have suggested that further study would
provide an “opportunity to obtain a great awareness of the manner in which Dutch barn artisans
plied their craft more than 230 years ago” (Huber 2008/2009:9). Based on the HVVA’s findings,
the HPC might want to consider landmarking the Jacobus Bruyn Barn at some future point. In
the meantime it is recommended that the HPC contact the HVVA to obtain an assessment of the
barn’s structural condition.
Discussion:
Information gathered by Helen Reynolds (1929:187) for her Dutch Houses in the Hudson River
Valley Before 1776, indicated that house was known to have been occupied by members of the
Bruyn family at least by 1781. While documenting the house Reynolds remarked upon “the
lovely curve of the line of [its] roof…” and added that this feature of the house “…was the only
one of its kind found in this survey.”
During the 1930s, the house was photo-documented by the Historic American Buildings Survey
(HABS). Designated “HABS NY56-WAWARS, 2” and assigned the name “Bruin House,” it
was one of five historic stone houses recorded within the Town of Wawarsing, including one that
was then a ruin (the Coenradt Bevier House in Napanoch). At that time, funding for HABS came
from the Works Progress Administration, the National Park Service, the American Institute of
Architects, and the Library of Congress. HABS remains active to this day and the four
photographs produced of the Jacobus Bruyn House can be viewed on the Library of Congress’s
website.
The volunteer who visited the house in 1967 as part of the Town of Wawarsing Historic Building
Survey noted that the house retained “…many original features” and described these on the field
report sheet, including the flooring, ceiling beams, original glass panes, Dutch doors, and
hardware. Under “Historic Significance,” it was noted that former occupants “used to keep
slaves in the cellar.” When the HVVA encountered the property in 2008, member Greg Huber
described it as an “enigmatic homestead.” Unaware of the 1967 survey, Huber attributed the
property’s mysterious air to its not having been previously “examined or documented to any real
extent.” Like Reynolds, the HVVA focused upon the curving roofline, pronouncing it “nearly
unique.” It was the barn, however, that really drew the HVVA’s attention. They considered its
rafter system “unique among all Dutch barns that have been examined in the last thirty-five
years.” Of its roof-lines and wide end walls, they commented “perhaps only one half dozen
extant barns that appear in New Jersey and New York” are as distinctive as those possessed by
Bruyn barn (Huber 2008/2009:7-8).
New York State Parks Recreation and Historic Preservation has entered the Benjamin Bruyn
House into their online Cultural Resources Information System and assigned it Unique Site
Number 111-19-0005.

House #3, DePuy-DeWitt House (portions circa mid-eighteenth century or earlier)
Summary:
Although the DePuy-DeWitt House has been documented by multiple parties and known to be
one of the oldest surviving stone houses in the Town of Wawarsing, there is some confusion
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regarding its history. Perhaps its most historically significant aspect is that it is one of two extant
houses to have survived the 1781 burning of Wawarsing. Because its exterior is well maintained
and in excellent condition, it is cannot be considered “endangered” and is thus not a landmarking
priority.
Discussion:
In 1909, Charles Gilbert Hine published an account of a 100-mile walking trip that he began in
Kingston, N.Y. and ended upon reaching New Jersey’s Delaware Water Gap. The title of Hine’s
book, The Old Mine Road, took its name from the route that he followeda 250-year old
roadway, which became the present-day Route 209. Along the way he collected local legends
and history. He also observed and wrote about many old houses. Passing through Wawarsing, he
came across “an evidently old building on the left [that] cannot help but attract attention.” This
was the Depuy-Dewitt House, which he was told was the oldest building in Wawarsing. It had
supposedly been built in three episodes, “1616 and two additions made in 1716 and 1783.” A
self-described “wayfarer” and folklorist, Hine knew enough to be skeptical of the earliest date
“as it antedates the founding of Kingston by thirty-seven years” (Hine 1909: 69-70).
The HABS photographs (HABS NY, 56-WAWAR, 1) taken of the DePuy-DeWitt House during
the 1930s show it as little changed since photographed by Hine during his visit. By far the most
primitive appearing photograph of the house is one dating to 1906 that Helen Reynolds
(1929:251) used to illustrate her description of the house, which she visited in 1924. Because of
its “crude” masonry and comparatively few windows and doors, Reynolds concluded that it was
“a typical frontier dwelling of the Rondout Valley.” Making no claims to the house’s great
antiquity, she stated that it was built by members of the DePuy family in the mid-eighteenth
century and known to be standing in 1781, when Wawarsing was attacked and burned by Tories
and their Native American allies during the Revolutionary War. According to Reynolds, the
house had passed from the DePuys to the DeWitts by marriage in 1776 and still belonged to the
DeWitt family at the time of her visit.
Complicating our understanding of the DePuy-DeWitt House’s history is the possibility that the
1967 field report sheet contains much misinformation. This is indicated by a handwritten note on
the back of the field report sheet initialed by Katharine Terwilliger, the survey’s co-director.
Typewritten passages appearing below her note contain the statement “There is a considerable
difference of opinion as to the date of building and builder.” At present, a New York State
historical marker stands near the house. It reads: “Depuy-DeWitt House. Attacked by Indians,
Aug. 12, 1781. Garret Van Wagenen, 16, shot the leader and scared the others away.” It is worth
noting that Katharine Terwilliger doubted the accuracy of many of the town’s historical markers.
One thing that Terwilliger (1977: 310) was apparently certain of, however, is that the DePuyDeWitt House is one of two extant houses to have survived the 1781 burning of Wawarsing
village, the other being the previously landmarked Vernooy-Bevier House. Although the house
has undergone significant modification since the circa 1930s HABS photo-documentation, it
appears to be in excellent condition.
New York State Parks Recreation and Historic Preservation has entered the Depuy-DeWitt
House into their online Cultural Resources Information System (CRIS) and assigned it Unique
Site Number 111-19-0003.
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House #4, Jacob Dewitt/Rosenfeld House (circa eighteenth or early nineteenth century)
None of the standard sources used to research the Town of Wawarsing’s historic stone houses
contain information on this house. The only information available at present is the 1967 survey’s
field report sheet. As with House #3, some of the information presented in the sheet appears to
be inaccurate. The sheet reports that “Stone portion may have been built by Jacob DeWitt who
owned the farm around the 1850s.” Although the construction date given is “1850-1860,” the
architectural style of the house suggests that its construction must have occurred at least two or
three decades prior to this (Larson 2014:10). Documentary research and access to the house
would shed more light on the house’s history.

House #5, Vernooy-Bevier House, previously landmarked

House #6, Lundy/Edgar Vernooy House (circa 1760-1780)
Summary:
The Lundy/Edgar Vernooy House was previously evaluated in 2000 as part of a cultural
concluded that:
Because of its architectural significance, its association with the history of the region, and
its research value, it is most likely eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (Harris and Pickman 2000:3).
The authors also found the house to be unique because of its setting, which approximates the
rural frontier landscape that originally characterized nearly all of the Town of Wawarsing’s
historic stone houses. The research done in 2000 should be updated, however, since additional
pertinent information has been digitized and is now available online. Although Harry Hansen, an
architectural historian who also participated in the OSI survey, pronounced the house to be in
“good condition,” recent visits suggest that the house has deteriorated since 2000. New York
State DEC is the present owner and may not have the resources to maintain the house. This is a
shame because of the house’s historic fabric and its associations. It may be possible to create a
local non-profit “Friends of” organization. All of the above make the house especially
noteworthy and a promising candidate for landmarking.
Discussion:
This historic stone house, located within the Vernooy Kill State Forest, was part of the 5400-acre
Frederick W.I. Lundy Estate when the Town of Wawarsing Historic Buildings Survey recorded
it in 1967. In 2000, the Open Space Institute, having acquired the entire tract, hired the present
authors to conduct a cultural resources survey of the many structures and ruins located here
(Harris and Pickman 2000). As a result, much of the information appearing in the 1967 survey
field report sheet was superseded. Based on evidence supplied by architectural historian, Harry
Hansen, a construction date of circa 1760-1780 was assigned to the house. It was also
determined that Peter Vernooy (1738-1813) was the house’s first occupant. Primary documents
indicated that Peter Vernooy, his wife Mary Clearwater (1748-1840) who he had married in
1773, and their four sons, lived in the house until about 1810. Peter and Mary Vernooy are also
associated with the Vernooy-Bevier House, which the HPC landmarked in 2014. As noted in the
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Vernooy-Bevier House landmark nomination report, Peter Vernooy’s great-grandfather, Cornelis
Vernooy, settled in the area in 1702, thus becoming the first Euro-American resident landowner
in what is now the Town of Wawarsing. Peter and Mary Vernooy were also among a group of
Wawarsing residents involved in an attack by Tories and Native Americans during the
Revolutionary War. Additional research will be needed to clarify the relationship between the
couple and the two houses. Peter and Mary Vernooy’s descendants including Edgar Vernooy,
after whom this house is namedcontinued to live here and farm the surrounding acreage until
the early twentieth century. As stated above, architectural historian Harry Hanson undertook an
architectural assessment of the house in 2000. He noted that although the house had undergone
extensive modifications and sustained considerable damage, many original architectural elements
survived. Hanson not only described the house as in good condition but also stated “it could
easily be saved” (Harris and Pickman 2000: 4). A new architectural assessment would be
required to determine whether this is still the case fifteen years later.

House #7, Wood House (circa late eighteenth century)
None of the standard sources used to research the Town of Wawarsing’s historic stone houses
contain information about this house. The only information available at present is the 1967
survey’s field report sheet, which cites a construction date of “about 1790,” with the possible
builder being James Wood. Although the sheet indicates that it had few original elements within
its interior, its one notable feature is described as a “baking compartment w/old fashioned hearth
oven.” This is clearly visible today on the buildings southern façade.
Access to the house remains a problem because it is located on the grounds of the Ulster
Correctional Facility. The house was apparently restored when the facility was constructed. As a
result, its present exterior appears to be in excellent condition. There may have also been a statemandated archaeological survey conducted prior to the facility’s construction. Any reports that
resulted from these efforts would probably contain additional information about the house and its
history and thus should be located via the New York State Parks Recreation and Historic
Preservation online Cultural Resources Information System (CRIS).

House #8, Miller House (circa 1750s)
Most of what is known about this house appears in the 1967 Town of Wawarsing Historic
Buildings field report sheet. Only the southern first-story portion of this building is actually of
fieldstone construction suggesting that extensive modifications have occurred here. This socalled “old section” is said to date to the 1750s. Initially built and occupied by Asa Miller, many
subsequent generations of Millers also occupied it. C.G. Hine (1909: 75-79), however, who may
have visited the house at the beginning of the twentieth century, suggests an early connection
with the DePuy family as well as an association with the popular Shawangunk Ridge legend of
Old Ninety-Nine’s Cave. The field report sheet describes the house’s historic significance as
“said to have been a fort used by both Indians and Americans [sic].”
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House #9, Benjamin Bevier House (circa eighteenth and early nineteenth century)
Summary:
The 1967 Historic Buildings Survey field report sheet credits Benjamin Bevier (1762-1822) as
the house’s builder and first occupant. A descendant of the first Euro-Americans to settle in
Napanoch, Bevier is said to have built the house no later than 1822. Larson and Fisher (2015:
IV-2), who have also evaluated the house, assigned it an estimated construction date of circa
1754. A New York State Historic Preservation Office staffer also apparently found structural
evidence supporting a pre-1775 construction date. Based on their estimation of the building’s
age, Larson and Fisher have determined that it is the hamlet’s sole surviving eighteenth-century
structure and thus a “notable Napanoch property.” The house also has associations with leaders
of Napanoch’s industrial era. It has undergone substantial modifications and its exterior appears
to be in excellent condition.
Discussion:
Much of the historical information used in filling out the 1967 Historic Buildings Survey field
report sheet seems to taken from Katherine Bevier’s The Bevier Family: A History of the
Descendants of Louis Bevier (1916: 120-121). She credits Benjamin Bevier (1762-1822) as the
house’s builder and first occupant. A veteran of the War of 1812, he attained the rank of General.
Additional information regarding the house and Benjamin Bevier can be found in Katharine
Terwilliger’s Napanoch, Land Overflowed by Water (1982: 36-37). She reports that he was the
grandson of Abraham Bevier, who with his brother Jean, became the first Euro-American to
settle in Napanoch. Benjamin Bevier ran the family gristmill and was an active member of the
local community, elected repeatedly to the state assembly. Terwilliger assigns the house a
construction date of circa 1820 (and no later than 1822, the year of Bevier’s death) but does not
tell us her source for this. Larson and Fisher (2015: IV-2) give an estimated construction date of
circa 1754. Again, no source is given. It is worth noting that during a visit to the house, New
York State Historic Preservation Office staffer William Kattinger observed pre-1775
architectural elements in the building’s cellar, suggesting to him that the original portion of the
house dated to the eighteenth century (Safer 2004).
By the middle of the nineteenth century the house no longer belonged to the Bevier family.
Subsequent owners included Frederick Bange, owner of the Napanoch Blast Furnace, and
Demmon Reynolds, inventor of various waterwheels and turbines that powered Napanoch’s early
industries. In her book, Katherine Bevier provides a description of the house as it appeared in the
early-twentieth century:
…a substantial building of peculiar dignity and in an excellent state of preservation…It
resembles in some respects , the houses built by the early planters in the South before the
Civil War. It a low rambling building with extensive porticoes.
The house changed hands many times during the twentieth century and thus underwent extensive
modifications. However, as reported in the 1967 survey field report sheet, original flooring,
ceiling beams and deep windowsills were evident. By 2015, when evaluated again by Larson
Fisher Associates, Inc. as part of a historic resources survey of Napanoch, it was still considered
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a “notable Napanoch property.” It was also singled out as the hamlet’s sole surviving eighteenthcentury structure (Larson and Fisher 2015: IV-2).

House #10, Messinger House (circa 1800 or earlier)
Summary:
The Messinger House should be considered “endangered” due to its close proximity to a major
roadway (Route 55). It also appears to be unoccupied and deteriorating. Its immediate
surroundings consist of dense vegetation and overgrowth, another indication that it is not being
maintained. Information provided during the 1967 Town of Wawarsing Historic Buildings
Survey suggests that its interior contains original architectural elements. The Town of
Wawarsing Historian believes that portions of the house may be older than noted on the survey
field report sheet and may have Revolutionary War associations. All of the above make the
house especially noteworthy and a promising candidate for landmarking.
Discussion:
None of the standard sources used to research the Town of Wawarsing’s historic stone houses
contain information on this house. The only information available at present is the 1967 survey’s
field report sheet. Bucky Green, Town of Wawarsing Historian, has contributed some additional
observations regarding the house’s history. These are discussed below.
According to the field report sheet, the larger two-story portion of the house dates to the “early
1800s” and consists of stone with stucco covering. A frame addition, “built about 50 years later,”
is attached to the rear of the house. The interior contains original features including the flooring,
ceiling beams, deep window sills, window glass, and some wrought iron hardware. Four
fireplaces are listed, with mantles said to be “imported from England.” One set of stairs were
said to be “same as used in boats, possibly that came from England.” Katharine Terwilliger
apparently conducted additional research on the house and has entered this onto the back of the
survey sheet. She indicates that Albert Demarest (1777-1856) and his wife, Cornelia Van
Voorhis were probably the house’s builders and first occupants of the house. Maps and deeds
show that towards the end of nineteenth century the property became the site of a tannery.
Although the house has been assigned an early nineteenth-century construction date, there is a
possibility that a portion of it is older and may be associated with Revolutionary War
incidents/skirmishes (Bucky Green, Town of Wawarsing Historian), More research would be
necessary to verify this, however.

House #11, DeWitt-Benedict House, landmark designation pending

House #12, Jansen House (circa eighteenth century)
Summary:
The Jansen House was one of five Town of Wawarsing buildings featured in
The Junior League’s Early Architecture in Ulster County (1974: 94-95). It is presently
undergoing renovations and has been evaluated by an architectural historian. Hopefully the HPC
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will be able to obtain a copy of the report as it might shed light on the house’s history, which is
not well known at present.
Discussion:
The 1967 Town of Wawarsing Historic Buildings field report sheet for the Jansen House
(probably compiled by Katharine Terwilliger) gives 1707 as a construction date but notes that
this is uncertain as no reliable source has been provided. Because the Nevele Road, which the
house faces, is the former Minisink Trail and Old Mine Road, an eighteenth-century date is
certainly possible. In fact, the sheet reports that the house belonged to Benjamin Roosa in the late
eighteenth century and that his grandson, Benjamin Roosa Bevier (“who became a well-known
doctor in Napanoch”) was born in the house. The house is also said to share legends of mideighteenth-century Native American attacks with Leurenkill’s Conrad Bevier House, now
demolished (see Hine 1909: 98-99). The field report sheet indicated that the house retained many
original features including flooring, ceiling beams, deep windowsills, window panes, and a
fireplace.
The Junior Leagues Early Architecture in Ulster County (1974: 94-95) included the Jansen
House as one of the county’s 84 “outstanding” buildings. It was one of five buildings selected in
the Town of Wawarsing. The book states that
this early 18th century house with its steep roof, is not unlike the [Vernooy-Bevier House]
in its basic shape. However, its exterior was transformed in the 19th century into a quaint
and attractive Gothic cottage.
As of 2015, the house had new owners who are presently renovating it. They have had an
architectural historian evaluate the house. Hopefully these findings have resolved some of
uncertainty regarding the house’s early history.

House #13, Tice House (late eighteenth century, early nineteenth century)
None of the standard sources used to research the Town of Wawarsing’s historic stone houses
contain information about this house. The only information available at present is the 1967
survey’s field report sheet. The construction date is given as “late 1700s or early 1800s.” The
fact that the builder is said to have been Andrew Brodhead suggests that the house is closely tied
to the neighboring Brodhead House, located on the opposite side of Route 209. The original
portion is the northern first-story, which is entirely stone. Assuming the field report sheet is
correct, the house possesses few interior original elements. Its exterior appears to be in good
condition.

House #14, Brodhead House (circa 1752/1753)
Summary:
The Brodhead House is unique in that it was continuously occupied by a single family for over
150 years. The house also appears in Claude Joseph Sauthier’s 1779 A Chorographical Map of
the Province of New-York in North America, in which it is the only dwelling within the presentday Town of Wawarsing to be labeled with the name of its owners/occupants. This suggests that
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the house and surrounding property possessed considerable significance for the colonial
authorities. The house not only has alleged Revolutionary War associations but also alleged
associations with the French and Indian War. If reports of a slave cemetery located nearby can be
verified, the house would be noteworthy in this regard as well. Although the Brodhead House
cannot truly be considered “endangered” due to its excellent condition, it is recommended that
the HPC undertake additional research in order to determine whether the house should be
landmarked at some future date.
Discussion:
As noted above the Brodhead House appears on Claude Joseph Sauthier’s 1779 map and is the
only dwelling within the bounds of what is now Wawarsing labeled with the name of its
owners/occupants. Visiting the house during his Old Mine Road trek, Hine (1909:99-100)
photographed it and discussed its history with the occupants, who identified themselves as the
ninth generation of Brodhead inhabitants. He was shown the sites of plastered-over loopholes
(i.e. small slits in the wall through which rifles could be fired) and a tomahawk-scarred Dutch
door, removed some years prior. The occupants also related the tale of the house’s minor
involvement in events of the French and Indian War. The location of a slave burial ground was
also pointed out to him. The forty-six graves were described as “across the road on a slight
elevation.” This is also the present-day location of the Brodhead Family Cemetery, which today,
although shown on the Ulster County Parcel Viewer (SBL:90.4-3-7), is totally overgrown and
apparently not maintained. Bucky Green, Town of Wawarsing Historian, has identified the area
of slave interments as being located on the southern and unfenced slope of the family cemetery.
He also recalled that before maintenance of the cemetery ceased, caretakers were instructed to
also mow the area containing the slave burials. This was said to have done “out of respect.”
Judging by the level of detail provided and the careful inclusion of sources, the 1967 field report
sheet was probably filled out by Katharine Terwilliger. In 1976, the house’s then owner, Earl H.
Tice, a Brodhead descendant who had purchased the house in 1955, forwarded the information
gathered in 1967, along with some additional information to the New York State Historic
Preservation Office. This was then entered onto one of the State’s Building-Structure Inventory
forms and as a result, the Brodhead House was assigned a Unique Site Number 111-19-0012.
The new inventory form along with photographs and an earlier Ulster County Historic
Landmarks Commission form can now be found online at the New York State Parks Recreation
and Historic Preservation’s Cultural Resources Information System (CRIS).
What can be learned from these two recordation efforts is that John Brodhead built and first
occupied the house circa 1752/1753. According to Tice, one source for this information was a
masonry plaque bearing the inscription “IB & AB 1753, 1849.” The plaque (no longer extant)
was most likely associated with the first known renovation of the house, which is said to have
occurred in the 1840s, and to former occupants, Isaac Brodhead and Andrew Brodhead. Helen
Reynolds visited the house in 1925 and observed a date stone bearing a similar inscription
(Rhoads 2011:282). Both the 1967 survey form and the NYS form included the statement that “it
is alleged [the house] was used as a ‘fort’ during Indian uprisings, also by soldiers passing
through during the Revolutionary War.” As noted above, the first known renovation of the house
occurred in the mid-nineteenth century. Subsequent renovations were undertaken in 1955 and
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during the 1970s but these seem mostly to have involved efforts to restore portions of the house
to its original condition.
William B. Rhoads included the Brodhead House in his Ulster County, New York; Architectural
History and Guide (2011:281-282). It is worth noting that it is the only extant Town of
Wawarsing historic stone house described in his book, the other two having been demolished. He
explains that although Helen Reynolds visited the house, she excluded it from her book due to its
having been “altered and modified.” This, however, is exactly what Rhoads found noteworthy.
He comments that its Gothic Revival elements (i.e. bargeboards, etc.) “…raised the stature of
the house from old and venerable (from long association with one family), but painfully plain, to
something admirably picturesque.” At present the house’s exterior appears to be well maintained
and in excellent condition.

LOSSES
In her introduction to “Historic Buildings Prior to 1850 in the Town of Wawarsing” (Terwilliger
and Clinton 1967:1), Patricia Clinton stated that “the aim…was to pinpoint historic houses…for
future preservation.” The present reevaluation of the 1967 survey has the same purpose. Many
of the houses surveyed in 1967 have since been lost to demolition, fire or neglect. Among these
were four of the stone houses: the Winkler House, the Bevier-Brown House, the Bevier-Ogden
House (also known as the Colonial Inn) and the Conrad Bevier House/Leurenkill (also known as
the Bevier/Newkerk House). Because the loss of the four buildings underlies the HPC’s interest
in preserving those that survive, we have reviewed their histories. Several other stone houses
were destroyed prior to 1967 and thus were not included in that survey. Our discussion of these
earlier losses will be limited to two of the most historically significant of these buildings: the
Coenradt Bevier House/Napanoch and the Johannes G. Hardenbergh House.

Buildings Lost Since 1967
The Winkler House (Demolished House D1):
The site of this building was immediately north of Foordmore Road’s intersection with Route
209 (see Map #1). According to a later notation on the 1967 Town of Wawarsing survey sheet, it
was demolished in 1971. The photograph taken for the 1967 survey (see photo sheet D4) shows
it to have been a two-story stone dwelling. The 1967 survey sheet also states that it was
constructed during the eighteenth century and was a tavern as well as “a store.”

Bevier-Brown House (Demolished House D2):
As recorded on the 1967 survey sheet, the date “1805” was inscribed in stucco over the
structure’s door. It is also noted that the original builder may have been a member of the Bevier
family.
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The house had apparently been destroyed by the early 1980s, which is also the period when
Katharine Terwilliger (1982:17) was doing the research for her book Napanoch, Land
Overflowed by Water. While investigating the site of what must have been the Bevier-Brown
House (same location as that noted on the 1967 survey sheet: Route 209, near its intersection
with Institution Road – see Map #2), Terwilliger spotted an historic marker that read “Abram
Bevier whose house stood here, had a small canon, which the Indians feared, and which made his
home a fort for settlers in the raid of 1781.” She raised questions, however, about the marker’s
accuracy.
It is also possible that this was the house photographed by the Historic American Buildings
Survey in the 1930s and identified as the “Cornelius Bevier House” (HABS NY, 56-NAP, 2).
Further research would be necessary to confirm this.
Bevier-Ogden House/Colonial Inn (Demolished House D3):
This building was located on Route 209, opposite the Fantinekill Cemetery (see Map #1). The
1967 data sheet and a photograph taken for the 1967 survey (see photo sheet D3) shows it to
have been a two-story stone dwelling with a stucco facing. The compilers of the house’s survey
sheet indicated that it dated to 1789 and that a member of the Bevier family had “possibly” built
it.
In the early-twentieth century, the building was purchased by Frank Seaman and Olive Brown
Sarre, co-founders and owners of Yama Farms Inn, who used it to house the superintendent of
the Inn’s dairying operationsfamous for its herd of prize winning Jersey cows. During the
1970s, it became the Colonial Inn, a popular local bar.
When the building was demolished in March 1982, the Ellenville Journal published a
photograph of the demolition in process. The caption beneath it explained that the house “…goes
under the wrecking ball….under terms of the town’s unsafe buildings ordinance.”
Conrad Bevier House/Leurenkill - also known as the Bevier-Newkerk House
(Demolished House D4):
Although this house was demolished in 2005, photographs and measured drawings exist showing
its appearance at the beginning, middle, as well as at the end of the twentieth century. C.G. Hines
(1909: 98-99), who visited it in 1908, remarked that it looked “as if it was one of the old guard.”
His photograph (see photo sheet D4) depicts a simple stone dwelling built into a hillside with
steep steps leading to its front porch. Hines interviewed a Bevier family descendent who claimed
that the house was built by Conrad Bevier “at the beginning of the French and Indian War” (i.e.
1750s). The house was later occupied by a series of Newkirks, Freers and Brodheads. In 1967,
when visited by the historic survey volunteers, the house had become “part of a bungalow colony
for summer visitors.” Its interior and exterior condition was described as “fair.” Although many
architectural elements had been altered, the flooring and some of the original hardware seemed
to have survived.
By the 1990s, the house was apparently on the verge of collapsing. New owners intervened and
began a renovation project. In the fall of 1999, members of the Dutch Barn Preservation Society
(now the Hudson Valley Vernacular Architecture Society) documented the house with a series of
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photographs and measured drawings (see their November 1999 Newsletter). In 2006, upon
hearing that the house had been torn down, Peter Sinclair, the editor of the HVVA Newsletter,
noted that:
the house was evidently begun in the early 18th century as one-room with a Dutch
jambless fireplace. The smoke hood had survived, one of a very few examples of this
feature and unique in that the hood was constructed of stone rather than brick. This
attested to its isolated frontier setting where brick was unavailable.”

Buildings Lost Prior to 1967
Johannes G. Hardenbergh House:
Formerly located near the present intersection of Routes 209 and 44-55, the house bore a date
stone indicating that it was constructed in 1762. During the American Revolution, the house’s
builder, Colonel Johannes G. Hardenbergh (1731-1812), represented Ulster County in the newly
formed state government. In October 1777, with Kingston (New York’s first capital) under threat
of attack by the British, the Council of Safety oversaw the transfer of New York State’s and New
York City’s most vital public papers to the Hardenbergh House, located deep within what was
then perceived as the frontier (Olde Ulster 1906: 10-13).
The house was already in poor condition by the time it was visited by C.G. Hines (1909: 68-69)
and Helen Reynolds (1929: 202-203). In his Ulster County, New York, The
Architectural History and Guide (2011: 258-260), William Rhoads recounts the

Ca. 1930’s HABS Photograph of Johannes G. Hardenbergh House
house’s destruction, the story of which forms one of the earliest chapters in Ulster County’s
efforts to preserve its historic buildings. Interestingly, the crusade to save the house was led by
three notable Town of Wawarsing residents: Olive Brown Sarre, co-founder of Yama Farms;
Thomas E. Benedict, local historian and former owner of the DeWitt-Benedict House; and
Frederick Dellenbaugh, Cragsmoor artist and architect.
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By the late 1930s, when all hopes of preserving the house had failed, much of the house’s
interior was removed and reconstructed at the Winterthur Museum in Wilmington, Delaware.
Just prior to this, a team from the WPA/HABS (HABS NY, 56-KER, 1) was able to fully
document both the exterior and interior of the house with a series of photographs and measured
drawings. In 1938, the Hardenbergh House’s exterior walls collapsed and what remained of the
structure was razed.
The Coenradt Bevier House/Napanoch:
Terwilliger (1982: 16) locates the site of this house as near the present day intersection of Route
209 and Napanoch’s Main Street, describing it as “the triangle where Peters’ Market is today.”
Photographs taken by Reynolds (1929: 242) and by HABS (HABS NY, 56-NAP, 1) indicate that
the building was destroyed at some point between the late 1920s and the 1930s.

1930s HABS Photograph of Coenradt Bevier House Ruins
Terwilliger (1982: II-11) cites a 1926 Ellenville Journal article identifying its original builder as
Conrad Bevier. Hines (1909:99) suggests that prior to building this house, Bevier first built the
house in Leurenkill that also bears his name (i.e. stone house D4). The photograph in Reynolds’
book depicts the Napanoch house as a large two-story gabled-roofed stone building with two
chimneys. Her caption calls attention to the house having been built in three stages, with the roof
finally being raised over all three sections. Reynolds (1929: 184-185) also notes that the house
“illustrates the principle of growth in building stone houses, as contrasted with that of design.”
Elaborating on this theme, she concludes that the house’s construction illustrates the experiences
of many Rondout Valley Dutch-Huguenot settlers: “small beginnings” in the form of the original
house built when the area was still a frontier wilderness, followed by
an addition, built in days when some prosperity had been achieved; of
doubling of size by 1800-1810, that marked economic recovery after the war of the
Revolution; of a large house comfortably occupied in the nineteenth century
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By 1908, when Hines first saw the building, it was no longer a residence and had become an ice
house. In the 1920s, during the period of Reynolds’ visit, a local paper mill was using it as a
storage space for pulp (Terwilliger 1982:16). Although Reynolds noted that many of the
building’s original architectural features and hardware remained intact, she referred to its overall
condition as “hopeless.” The building was finally destroyed by fire in the 1930s (Terwilliger
1982: 16). As can be seen from their photographs, by the time the HABS team arrived, all that
remained were walls and piles of stone rubble. The Coenradt Bevier House’s historic
significance is best expressed by Reynolds’ (1929:185) observation that:
No better example of the hap-hazzard [sic] method followed in Ulster in the building of
stone houses could be found than this ruin, and in its doors and windows, and interior
detail, it provides a genuine archaeological record of the social life of two centuries.
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TOWN OF WAWARSING HISTORIC STONE HOUSES
LOCATION MAPS

TOWN OF WAWARSING STONE HOUSE LOCATIONS
KEY MAP
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MAP 1
Circles – Locations of Existing Stone Houses
Squares – Approximate Former Locations of Demolished Stone Houses
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MAP 2
Circles – Locations of Existing Stone Houses
Squares – Approximate Former Locations of Demolished Stone Houses
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MAP 3
Circles – Locations of Existing Stone Houses
Squares – Approximate Former Locations of Demolished Stone Houses
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MAP 4
Circles – Locations of Existing Stone Houses
Squares – Approximate Former Locations of Demolished Stone Houses
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MAP 5
Circles – Locations of Existing Stone Houses
Squares – Approximate Former Locations of Demolished Stone Houses
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TOWN OF WAWARSING HISTORIC STONE HOUSES
PHOTOGRAPHS

STONE HOUSE #: 1

NAME: Benjamin Bruyn House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1800 (Portion Built Earlier)

MAP: 1
CONDITION: Excellent

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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STONE HOUSE #: 2

NAME: Jacobus Bruyn House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1780 or Earlier

MAP: 1
CONDITION: Excellent

NOTE: Historically Significant Barn on Property (See Attached Photo)
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Barn on Jacobus Bruyn House Property
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STONE HOUSE #: 3

NAME: DePuy-DeWitt House
(Blair-DeWitt House)

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Mid-Eighteenth Century or Earlier
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MAP: 1

CONDITION: Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 4

NAME: James DeWitt/
Rosenfeld House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth or Early Nineteenth Century
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MAP: 1

CONDITION: Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 5

NAME: Vernoy-Bevier House
(Shepard House)

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Early to Mid-Eighteenth Century
Note: Previously Landmarked
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MAP: 1

CONDITION: Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 6

NAME: Lundy/Edgar Vernooy
House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1760-1780

MAP: 5

CONDITION: Very Poor
(Unoccupied)
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STONE HOUSE #: 7

NAME: Wood House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Late Eighteenth Century
Note: No Access to Site – Photo is from Google
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MAP: 2

CONDITION: Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 8

NAME: Miller House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Stone Portion 1750 or Earlier
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MAP: 2

CONDITION: Renovated Stone Portion in
Good Condition

STONE HOUSE #: 9

NAME: Benjamin Bevier House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth or Early Nineteenth Century
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MAP: 2
CONDITION: Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 10

NAME: Messinger House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Century
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MAP: 5

CONDITION: Poor
(Probably
Unoccupied)

STONE HOUSE #: 11

NAME: DeWitt-Benedict House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Old Wing Probably Ca. 1760’s
New Wing 1818
Note: Landmark Nomination Pending
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MAP: 2

CONDITION: Good/Excellent
(Unoccupied)

STONE HOUSE #: 12

NAME: Jansen House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth Century

MAP: 3
CONDITION: Fair
Being Renovated

Note: House Has Been Evaluated By Architectural Historian
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STONE HOUSE #: 13

NAME: Tice House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Late Eighteenth or
Early Nineteenth Century
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MAP: 4
CONDITION: Good/Excellent

STONE HOUSE #: 14

NAME: Brodhead House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1752/1753

MAP: 4
CONDITION: Excellent
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DEMOLISHED STONE HOUSE #: D1

NAME: Winkler House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth Century

MAP: 1
DEMOLITION DATE: 1971

PHOTOGRAPH: From 1967 Survey
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DEMOLISHED STONE HOUSE #: D2

NAME: Bevier-Brown House

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1805

MAP: 2
DEMOLITION DATE: ?

No Photograph Available
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DEMOLISHED STONE HOUSE #: D3

NAME: Bevier–Ogden House
- Colonial Inn

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1789

MAP: 5
DEMOLITION DATE: 1982

PHOTOGRAPHS: From 1967 Survey and Demolition Photograph from Ellenville Journal
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Clipping from Collections of the Ellenville Public Library and Museum
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DEMOLISHED STONE HOUSE #: D4

NAME: Conrad Bevier House MAP: 4
(Bevier-Newkerk
House)

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Eighteenth Century

DEMOLITION DATE: 2005

PHOTOGRAPH: From Hine, C.G The Old Mine. Road (1909: opp. Page 108 (republished 1963)
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APPENDIX
1967 JUNIOR LEAGUE SURVEY DATA SHEETS

Stone House #1
Benjamin Bruyn House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #1
Benjamin Bruyn House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #2
Jacobus Bruyn House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #2
Jacobus Bruyn House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #3
DePuy-DeWitt House (Blair-DeWitt House)
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #3
DePuy-DeWitt House (Blair-DeWitt House)
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #4
Jacob DeWitt House (Rosenfeld House)
Sheet 1 of 1
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Stone House #5
Vernoy-Bevier House (Shepard House)
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #5
Vernoy-Bevier House (Shepard House)
Sheet 2 of 2
57

Stone House #6
Lundy House (Edgar Vernoy House)
Sheet 1 of 1
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Stone House #7
Wood House
Sheet 1 of 1
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Stone House #8
Miller House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #8
Miller House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #9
Benjamin Bevier House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #9
Benjamin Bevier House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #10
Messinger House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #10
Messinger House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #11
DeWitt-Benedict House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #11
DeWitt-Benedict House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #12
Jansen House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #12
Jansen House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #13
Tice House
Sheet 1 of 1
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Stone House #14
Brodhead House
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #14
Brodhead House
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #D1
Winkler House
Sheet 1 of 1
73

Stone House #D2
Bevier-Brown House
Sheet 1 of 1
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Stone House #D3
Bevier-Ogden House – Colonial Inn
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #D3
Bevier-Ogden House – Colonial Inn
Sheet 2 of 2
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Stone House #D4
Conrad Bevier House (Bevier-Newkerk House)
Sheet 1 of 2
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Stone House #D4
Conrad Bevier House (Bevier-Newkerk House)
Sheet 2 of 2
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